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As we enter the New Year,  the Dalhousie Investment Society (DALIS) would l ike to
recognize the success we achieved and thank our members for their continued
effort to bring value to the group throughout the 2022 fal l  term. This year has
been one for the books. As we anticipated - indeed without getting our hopes up -
we experienced the return of unrestricted in-person events and a buzzing
classroom. We approached the term with DALIS’  historical core purpose: to bridge
the gap from the classroom to the f inancial  services industry.  2022 marked
another year where DALIS members were exposed to opportunit ies offering real
and meaningful industry exposure which we provided through our approach of
leveraging internal networks; Dalhousie alumni;  industry speakers; faculty staff ;
and umbrella societies such as the Women in Business Association (WIBA).  We
owe a debt of gratitude to everyone who helped make this year such a resounding
success.

Events:
10 General Meetings
24 Asset Class Meetings
4 Guest Speaker Events

Industry Networking Event 
Stock Pitch Case Competit ion 
Movember Karaoke Fundraiser:  $4,101
raised
DALIS Jeopardy
Bloomberg Trading Competit ion 
Headshots and Group Photos 

Jackie Nixon Gowdy – Goldman Sachs 
Lauren Reid, Anne-Sophie Thene, and
Kelsey Keane – National Bank Financial
Markets
Galen McNamara – Summa Si lver and
Angold Resources
Christ ian Thomas – TD Securit ies 

We are thankful to be heading into the New Year with another slate of excit ing
events planned. This has DALIS feel ing motivated for what we can accomplish in
the coming months. Final ly ,  we are looking forward to welcoming back members
who are returning from fal l  work terms and wish the best of luck to those of you
beginning new journeys in the winter.
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Alumni Spotlight:
Carter Cranmer-Smith
Corporate Banking Analyst, BMO Capital
Markets

President, 20/21 DALIS

“From today, halt al l  investment in new fossi l
fuel supply projects and make no further f inal
investment decisions for new unabated coal
plants.”  – IEA Roadmap to Net Zero by 2050

A year ago, I  wrote in the Schooner about how
the lack of new investment into the exploration
and production of oi l  & gas reserves was going
to result in a prolonged period of increased
energy and commodity prices. That ended up
being one of the many reasons behind the
increase in prices in 2022. One might have
assumed that both the private and public
sectors would have looked back on their
mistakes and adjusted their plans accordingly.
Indeed, some global leaders (not Trudeau) have
caught a gl impse of the horrors and have
retreated, reconnecting with real ity in hopes of
perhaps minimizing the damage of their prior
misguided decisions. Unfortunately,  in Canada,
our federal government has been unable to f ind
a “strong business case” for exporting LNG from
Canada’s Atlantic coast to Europe. Instead,
Canada promised Germany that it  would develop
a “transatlantic hydrogen supply chain”.  This
decision is one example from a long l ist of poor
energy policy decisions made in our country
over the last decade. I ’d love to get into why this
effort is destined to be a multi-bi l l ion-dollar
fai lure, but I  promised Nick and Noah I ’d keep
this short.

Energy Predictions for 2023

The reason I ’m so f ixated on energy policy
decisions is that historical ly ,  countries that
made smart energy investments have thrived,
and those that did not have struggled. Humans
uti l iz ing primary fuels to increase eff iciency and
perform work is a relatively modern
phenomenon.

By harnessing the power of fossi l  fuels and
atomic energy, we have used these abundant
and relatively cheap energy inputs to create a
wide range of machinery to remove the need for
the majority of people to do any physical labor.
The continued leverage of these energy inputs
has al lowed society to advance rapidly and for
the quality of l i fe of the general population to
improve dramatical ly.  Regrettably,  many
developed countries have col lectively decided to
unify around the constraining factor of
decreasing carbon dioxide emissions. This
constraint has led to economic and
manufacturing powerhouses, such as Germany,
being brought to their knees on account of
virtue signal ing on cl imate change. However,
things are changing and so the question arises:
what wil l  happen in 2023?

I continue to bel ieve that commodity prices,
particularly oi l ,  wi l l  remain elevated in 2023. I
know I cal led for this in early 2022 but my thesis
was postponed by an unexpected and
unprecedented series of SPR releases and China
trying its best to never come out of lockdown.
Fortunately for oi l  bul ls ,  these two trends are
destined (or so I  hope) to reverse in 2023. This,
combined with the loss of a large chunk of
Russian production, could result in a swing of
anywhere between 1-3 mmbbl/d. I  also bel ieve
that OPEC’s current output of roughly 29
mmbbl/d represents its maximum production
capacity.  The group is actual ly producing around
2 mmbbl/d less than its quota and many have
speculated that even current production levels
are straining some members, namely Saudi
Arabia’s f ields. Further,  North American Shale
production growth, the only signif icant source of
non-OPEC supply growth in the last decade,
continues to remain subdued. The lack of dri l l ing
has confounded many, but E&Ps are simply
doing what policymakers and investors want. The
messages sent by policymakers are easy to
understand but why would investors not want
companies to dri l l  when prices remain high?
When valuations are so low that most of the
industry trades below NAV, management sees a
greater increase in its stock price when it
returns capital  to shareholders via dividends
and buybacks compared to reinvesting in
developing its reserves.
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Thus, excess free cash f low was funneled back
to investors instead of dri l l ing more wells in
2022. I f  valuations return to even close to
historical levels,  then we can expect more
dri l l ing activity.  

The f irst reason Helion stands out from the
crowd is the fact that their program is based on
now proven technology. Whereas there are
multiple theoretical systems for creating fusion
ignit ion, the National Ignit ion Faci l i ty uses a
method cal led inertial  confinement which has
proven to be tangibly successful on a small
scale. Inertial  confinement creates a fusion
reaction by forcing atoms together at such high
velocit ies that they fuse together creating a
superheated plasma. In the case of the National
Ignit ion Faci l i ty ,  this is done using lasers.
Helion’s reactor uses the internal confinement
process as a base which is less r isky than other
prevai l ing fusion systems, namely the popular
tokamak design. 

This leads to the second reason Helion stands
above the other private fusion companies: they
successful ly created a unique and streamlined
approach to their inertial  confinement reactor.
Unlike the National Ignit ion Faci l i ty ’s reactor
which rel ies on lasers to fuse atoms, Helion’s
design goes further and uses two super heated
plasma rings that are f ired at each other,
creating a fusion reaction when they col l ide with
one another. Moreover,  while other projects
tend to harness the heat produced by fusion
reactions to operate a steam turbine, Helion
developed an approach that skips the steam and
water combination with a reactor designed
much more l ike an internal combustion engine.
Once the two plasma rings create a fusion
reaction, they are then forced apart at high
speeds, with their energy being captured using
magnets. This process is inherently more
eff icient than the conventional steam approach,
as energy is not lost through multiple different
stages of heating and cooling. In turn, Helion
has created a more eff icient,  and therefore
more profitable reactor. 

Final ly ,  Helion’s success wil l  come from their
abil i ty to uti l ize more cost effective and readily
avai lable materials to create their reaction. Most
tradit ional reactors use a combination of
Deuterium (commonly known as heavy water)
and Trit ium. While heavy water is abundant and
cheap, the complex radioactive isotope of
hydrogen, Trit ium, is expensive.

Is Helion the Next Red
Hot Private Company?
Noah Hitzig, Co-President
Noah.Hitzig@dal.ca

2022 has been an eventful year,  and when we
look back in ten years,  the event that I  bel ieve
wil l  stand out is not Messi sol idifying himself as
the greatest soccer player of al l  t ime. Instead, it
wi l l  be the events of December 5th, 2022 at the
National Ignit ion Faci l i ty in Cal i fornia when for
the f irst t ime, we successful ly achieved fusion
ignit ion, or posit ive power output from a fusion
reaction..  I  bel ieve this moment wil l  also mark
the start of Helion’s astronomic rise. 

One may ask, “Why is this one fraction of a
second at the National Ignit ion Faci l i ty so
noteworthy?” Well ,  i t  proved that fusion power is
possible,  thus in turn proving that it  is possible
to create a nearly unlimited supply of clean
energy. However,  as I  discussed in my Schooner
article in the March 2022 edit ion, governments
are good at proving technologies possible but
bad at turning those technologies profitable and
commercial ly viable. That is where Helion Energy
comes into play. The private fusion generation
industry has received bi l l ions of dollars worth of
investment over the past few decades, but
Helion stood out to me as one of the most
promising fusion start ups for several reasons.

I ’ l l  lock in my Q4/2023 WTI prediction at
USD$90/bbl,  sl ightly above current strip pricing.
Assuming that Biden chooses not to drain the
rest of the SPR. As for WCS, I  think that most of
the factors causing the high differential  today
wil l  disappear throughout the year. China
reopening, SPR sour releases, discounted heavy
Russian barrels,  ref inery outages, and most
importantly the Trans Mountain Expansion
coming online in Q3/2023. I  expect WCS
differentials to return to historical levels of $12-
15 by Q4/2023. But who knows; I  hear Cathie
Wood is st i l l  cal l ing for single-digit  prices.
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Navigating a Bear Market
Jack Durno, Senior Analyst, FCT
Jack.Durno@dal.ca

The widely accepted definit ion of a bear market
is when a major index decl ines 20% from a
recent high, with the end of the bear market
coming when the same index hits a fresh high.
Between May 1946 and December 2022, there
have been 14 bear markets in the US ( including
this year) ranging in length from 1 month to 2.5
years. The average bear market occurs about
once every 4-5 years.

In fact,  with today’s current Trit ium supply,  one
fusion reactor would use earth's total reserve of
20 kg in roughly two months of operation.
Clearly,  the Trit ium-route is not a sustainable or
cheap option to run a fusion reactor. By
contrast,  Helion uses Deuterium and Helium-3.
While Helium-3 is also an extremely rare
resource, Helion has patented a process in
which it  can create Helium-3 in a reaction with
just two Deuterium atoms. This technology
makes it  notably cheaper than its Trit ium
counterpart,  thus al lowing the overhead cost of
the reactor to be more competit ive with current
techniques for generating power.  

For these reasons, Helion Energy is set to
capture the emerging fusion energy space. Their
approach of fol lowing a start-up mental ity sets
them apart from the more research-focused
competit ion --  Helion is in the energy business
not the academy. In fact,  the CEO of Helion has
said that every decision the company makes is
intended to shorten the t imeline to create a
commercial ly viable fusion reactor. This
suggests that Helion wil l  be among the f irst
companies to bring a viable product to market.
Although we may have just passed the starting
l ine for commercial  fusion energy, I  bel ieve
betting on Helion wil l  y ield a tr i fecta at the
finish l ine. For the f irst-t ime, fusion power
generation is within sight and Helion is leading
the pack, poised to revolutionize the power
generation industry.  

As an investor,  one of the hardest things to do
during sharp market decl ines is staying
discipl ined and remaining invested.

Selling stocks with the goal to “sit out” a
bear market—an undoubtedly tempting plan
—is rarely a smart strategy.

A key to successful long-term investing is to
focus more on t ime invested in the market and
less on market t iming.

In-l ine with the status quo of bear markets,  the
bear market of 2020 (COVID-19) saw a sharp
market sel loff .  Specif ical ly ,  February 19 marked
the stock market ’s peak before investor fears of
COVID-19 caused the markets to plummet. The
US stock market fel l  34% in less than f ive weeks,
bottoming out on March 23. It  reached a new
high on August 18, just 6 months after its
previous peak. Investors that gave in to panic
and sold would have missed the unexpectedly
fast,  v-shaped recovery.

It  is important to develop the mindset that you
don’t make money on what you buy and sel l ;  you
make money on what you hold. By constantly
trading in and out of the market,  investors r isk
missing those sharp gains and guarantee the
frict ional costs of trading. J .P.  Morgan Asset
Management’s “2019 Retirement Guide” shows
the negative impact that sel l ing out of the
market has on the long-term returns in a
portfol io.  From January 1, 1999, to December
31, 2018, i f  you missed the top 10 best days in
the stock market,  your overal l  return was cut in
half  (5.62% annualized return – ful ly invested vs.
2.01% annualized return – i f  you missed 10 best
days).  This J .P.  Morgan study concluded that 6 of
the 10 best days occurred within 2 weeks of the
10 worst days. Giving in to panic sel l ing in
favour of sitt ing on the sidel ines may feel l ike a
risk-reducing strategy, but this action can
material ly reduce the long-term returns of a
portfol io.  Asset al location – having money in
stocks, bonds, and other alternative asset
classes – is one approach to help your portfol io
ride through a bear market.

Diversification has helped investors
withstand market downturns in the past.

This year the bond market has yielded negative
returns. This has shocked many investors,  as the
previous 8 t imes stocks were down in a calendar
year,  bonds f inished higher.
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Focus on the bright side.

During bear markets,  there are many things for
investors to worry about. 

For example, diversif ication was a successful
strategy during the 10-year period that began
with the Dot-com crash (2000-2002) and ended
with the Great Financial  Crisis (2007-2009).
Using annualized returns after inf lation for the
decade (The Lost Decade) from January 2000
through December 2009 (Dimensional Fund
Advisors) ,  we can see the benefits of a portfol io
that had exposure to many different asset
classes, not just stocks. A portfol io only invested
in large cap US stocks earned an annualized
return of -0.95% after inf lation. This compares
to a portfol io with equal exposure to al l  these
asset classes that would have earned an
annualized return of +4.6% after inf lation during
the same period.

In 2022, this has not been the case. As a result ,
a commonly weighted 60/40 stock/bond
portfol io is on track to have the worst-
performing year since 2008. As investors,  we
aren’t sure how long this bear market in stocks
and bonds wil l  last or how deep the decl ines wil l
be before reaching a bottom. However,  we
shouldn’t  view stocks and bonds being down this
year as a reason to abandon the concept of
diversif ication, as historical ly ,  diversif ication has
been one of the best strategies for deal ing with
bear markets.

Int.-Term Bonds (Bloomberg U.S. Govt./Credit
Bond Intermediate) = 5.92%
Municipal Bonds (Bloomberg Municipal Bond)
= 5.75%
U.S. Large Cap Stocks (S&P 500) = -0.95%
U.S. Small  Cap Stocks (Russel l  2000) = 3.51%
International Stocks (MSCI ACWI ex USA net
div. )  = 2.71%
Real Estate Securit ies (Dow Jones U.S. Select
REIT) = 10.67%

Diversif ication across multiple asset classes can
lead to a better portfol io return and a lower
level of r isk than investing in only one.

Because of this,  one may be tempted to sel l  and
remain in cash unti l  the bear market is over but
doing this can cause you to miss out on the
strong returns that are often present in the
early stages of recovery. It  is not uncommon for
investors to fal l  into a cognit ive bias of placing
too much value on the recent past at the
expense of the long-term. As an investor's t ime
frame expands, the chances that cash wil l  be the
highest returning asset class decl ines. In fact,  i f
inf lat ion is guaranteed over the long-run at
around 2%, then cash holds a baked-in return of
-2%. As Howard Marks wrote, “sometimes
investors should take the reverse of the
common advice, ‘don’t  just sit  there; do
something’  and instead, don’t just do something,
sit  there.”

No one can tel l  us when stocks and bonds wil l
bottom out during bear markets. But as an
investor,  we’ve learned that predicting the
short-term future is not necessary for our
success in long-term investing. Instead, knowing
our t ime horizon, making sure we don’t make
irrational decisions and staying diversif ied wil l
al low us to become smarter investors. In terms
of investing, being steadfast is a virtue.

Effective Networking...
Opposed to Simply Networking
Nick Francis, Co-President
Nick.Francis@dal.ca

Around the same time that I  started studying
business, I  started seeing this famous adage
about business success being predicated largely
on relationships: " It  is about who you know, not
what you know." Although I  would personally
alter the wording to something such as,  " It  is
about who you know and how you apply the
l itt le you know…", I  have come to learn that the
statement holds an aspect of truth..

At the t ime, having a l imited number of personal
connections in the f ield of f inance meant I  was
attempting to break into an industry on a near
empty slate of people I  could turn to for help
and advice. 
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Don't Network to Get a Job, Network to
Build Relationships

I  was unsure what was truly meant by
“networking,”  and I  certainly did not know how
to effectively create professional relationships. 
 However,  now that I  have a couple years of
coffee chats under my belt ,  I  have identif ied
some differences between effectively networking
and just simply “networking”,  that I  think wil l  be
helpful to share. Moreover,  throughout the
process of building my network, I  have also
developed strategies which have added value
and substance to the process of building out my
professional relationships. I  hope to make these
strategies clear.  However,  before I  begin
providing any sort of f inding, I  would l ike to
preface by stating that:  I  am only a fourth-year
university student and have a l i fetime of
experience yet to receive. What fol lows then are
my init ial  takeaways derived from my experience
to date. This includes partial  leadership within
DALIS, co-op, and ful l-t ime recruitment.

In “Atomic Habits” ,  James Clear introduces the
concept of focusing on systems as opposed to
end goals.  In the case of a coffee chat,  for
example, I  see the systems building approach to
focus on developing a relationship in advance of
attempting to secure a job opportunity.  The
latter might be for the second coffee chat or
come more spontaneously during a cal l .  As in
any l iaison, a key factor for success is that both
parties provide value. (We wil l  touch more on
how to provide value in conversation shortly. )  So
while understanding that the end goal of
acquiring a job is relevant,  a meaningful
relationship is what wil l  pay continuous
dividends and eventually lead to more
opportunit ies. The trust required to be
considered for a posit ion of employment takes
time to acquire, but one can speed up that
process by effectively improving their abi l i ty to
harvest a relationship. One method that I  have
found useful is to work at building networking
into your dai ly routine. This can be done by
making simple habits out of periodical ly having a
discussion with each of your professors;
introducing yourself  to new DALIS members
every meeting; and attending on campus
recruitment events. 

Incorporating networking dynamical ly eventually
makes obtaining professional curiosity and
mannerisms second nature.

Make an Effort

Be Persistent.

I f  you take one thing away from this art icle;  the
number one rule of effective networking is to
be persistent.  Sometimes it  wi l l  take multiple
emails to get one’s attention. And sometimes
you wil l  be frustrated with things you said in
coffee chats. But l ike many things in l i fe,
building a network is a numbers game -- the
more people you reach out to and meet with,
the more comfortable (and successful)  you wil l
be at developing your network. This is not to
suggest priorit iz ing the quantity of coffee chats
(or other meetings) over their quality.  Rather,
the numbers come into play with how many
conversations you have with someone before
they join your inner circle (and vice versa) ,  or
how many coffee chats you are wil l ing to have
when looking to expand your network.

Do your Research. Come Prepared.

When you consider the responsibi l i ty and
workload many f inancial  professionals obtain, i t
puts into perspective just how signif icant the
privi lege of receiving 30 minutes of someone's
day real ly is.  Therefore, it  is crit ical  to do
effective research and come to your meeting
with init iat ive and intent.  Good research gives
one the abil i ty to guide conversation in the
direction of where it  is most valuable and
imbues the confidence to be able to chime in
before the onset of awkward si lence. One thing
that I  have found to be particularly helpful is
preparing (and then memorizing so that you
don’t bring a script to the café) questions
which focus on relevant topics I  have some
famil iarity with. At this stage of our careers,
most of the people we meet with know much,
much more than we do, especial ly about their
area of expertise. Having a well-thought-out
direction in mind gives conversation a natural
f low and makes contributions worthwhile.  
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Be a Listener.

Harkening back to some of my f irst coffee
chats,  I  used to often receive the suggestion
to ‘act as a sponge. ’  I  have taken that advice
and quickly learned the benefits of l istening
more than speaking in these scenarios. Active
l istening wil l  indicate to the person how well
you are understanding the information, and in
return you wil l  get the most out of your
discussion. Beyond simply trying to retain the
information, I  would suggest you create a
document containing the key points of
discussion fol lowing every coffee chat (or
other meeting) you have. Creating a sort of
database al lows you to look back on discussed
topics when preparing for fol low-up
conversations, and also provides a ledger of
the high-level topics that professionals feel
are relevant.

Follow Up & Keep in Touch.

Turning once again to persistence, I  have
learned the signif icance of fol lowing up and
maintaining somewhat regular communication
with my current contacts.  These strategies are
best described by the Rowe Women in
Business Association (WIBA) President,  Sarah
Houston, as "farming your network".  It  is just
as important to keep in touch as it  is to make
the init ial  connection. I  have found it
beneficial  to personalize fol low up emails by
referring to something that has been talked
about or by attaching material  that explores a
common interest.  (My connections have the
Schooner to thank for providing me with
ammunition).

Utilize Current Network

A network is l ike compound interest insofar both
snowball  and grow exponential ly with t ime. In
order to compound your network, it  is crucial  to
establish a strong foundation which can be
rapidly expanded through connection referrals.
That being said, init ial  connections can be
challenging to locate and intimidating to
approach. Reflecting on factors of success, my
attentiveness immediately turns to something
that may seem obvious: the importance of
properly uti l iz ing blatantly avai lable resources. 

In terms of school,  during my f irst- and second-
year of university,  I  made a signif icant effort to
learn about the resources made avai lable
through the Rowe and elsewhere. Career
counseling, job boards, guest lecturers,
professors,  and of course, DALIS, should not go
to waste. Understandably,  the online learning
medium had signif icant consequences in terms
of uti l iz ing some or al l  of these resources, with
personal relationships being most affected. In
fact,  in the wake of returning back to in-person
learning I  st i l l  detect a hesitancy towards
developing professional relationships with
professors. It  is noteworthy to understand the
benefit  adding professors to your professional
network can provide. At DALIS in particular,  we
are fortunate to have widely experienced faculty
members such as Dr. Rick Nason closely
aff i l iated with the society.  Making an effort to
foster a connection with professors early in
your degree wil l  have a lasting impact in the
future. In l ike manner, try to connect with DALIS
alumni.  Over the past couple of years,  I  have
come to understand how many graduates of the
club are looking to help current members.
Referring to the pride held by Dalhousie alumni
during an incredible guest lecture, former DALIS
President Christ ian Thomas said that "people
used to hold it  in their back pocket,  and now
they wear it  on their sleeve." Many alumni wil l
be happy to meet you, share insight,  and help
where applicable. Outside of the classroom, co-
op has proven to be another valuable resource
bank. Particularly,  during my t ime at Scotiabank
this summer, I  was fortunately exposed to a
plethora of internal resources for connecting
current bank employees. While I  have not had
the privi lege to work at every avai lable co-op, I
would wager that similar systems exist at most
institutions. So, learn how to use them to your
advantage. On a different,  somewhat ironic
note, being in co-op means you are
automatical ly inserted into an already exist ing
and often well  established “current network.”
While overcoming the mental barrier of being
only an intern, I  was amazed at how wil l ing
everybody from entry-level to top-management
was to share knowledge. 
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Through chatting with professionals in
numerous posit ions, across different desks, I
have come to the consensus that a bank (or any
large organization for that matter) is a sort of
machine consisting of many systems. At f irst
glance, different groups can often seem similar,
especial ly seated behind the same desks,
monitors,  chairs,  etc.  I  encourage you to make
the effort to dig a l i tt le deeper for at no point at
Scotiabank did I  f ind two departments that were
close to similar in operation. I  share this
because I  think it  is important for interns -
irrespective of where they work - to branch
outside of their division and speak to people in
a variety of roles. Not only do you acquire an
informed understanding of how your employer
operates but you risk f inding what roles al ign
best with your strengths and interests.  Being
polite,  curious, and hardworking wil l  open the
door to most off ices. 

LinkedIn

Despite preaching about how to uti l ize LinkedIn
in General Meetings, I  want to make note of a
few more methods which proved to be useful
over my recruitment cycles.

The f irst thing that comes to mind is the
importance of establishing a mutual interest via
a personalized, clear,  and concise connection
message. Whether this is an individual who
works at the same company, went to the same
school,  or played the same sport as you, it  wi l l
provide an incentive to respond. Number two is
to remain engaged and up to date with your
current network. Some methods for doing this
are to congratulate your connections on
achievements, message individuals who post
about a mutual interest,  and to keep track of
their posts for conversation starters in future
coffee chats. Number three and also my largest
LinkedIn takeaway this year,  is to use
appropriate resources to share your opinion.
When professionals in the f ield of f inance are
scrol l ing LinkedIn, they wil l  often be intrigued by
posts such as an economist releasing their
quarterly projections. I  am not here to say that
you need to release quarterly projections, nor
do you need to be an economist,  but a unique
post such as an article in the Schooner al lows
you to express your personal thoughts with the
possibi l i ty of benefit ing from those who view it .

Please reach out i f  you have any questions or
would l ike to prepare for coffee chats. Now get
out there and network, you have nothing to
lose.

Turmoil has yet to
Terminate
Kyle Grabke, Portfolio Manager; EIR
Kyle.Grabke@dal.ca

There's no denying it ;  2022 has been a tough
year. The year began with the economy sti l l
working to recover from supply chain
bottlenecks. It  wasn't long after that Russia
invaded Ukraine, result ing in a new supply chain
crisis and the continuous battle that is being
faced with inf lation and rate hikes. So as much
as we would al l  love to turn the page and put
2022 behind us, many trends are sure to
fol low/evolve into 2023.

Since Covid-19 f irst came to l i fe in 2020, there
has been plenty of commotion surrounding
China and its zero-Covid policy.  Although there
are arguments regarding the ethical aspect of
China's strict restrict ions, there is no getting
around the fact that,  for the most part,  their
strategy has worked up unti l  this point,  with
only 5,242 deaths in the country.  However,  as
China has f inal ly started to ease these
restrict ions, there have been new concerns with
the projected surge in cases and deaths coming
for 2023. As of late December, hints of these
massive surges in cases are already occurring.
The most signif icant concern l ies with the
elderly population in China, who are most
vulnerable to the virus due to age and a lower
vaccine take-up compared to other demographic
groups in China. China's lockdown policies
should have enabled an increase in vaccination
rates. However,  the country fai led to take
advantage. In fact,  as of mid-November, China
reported thirty percent of its population aged
sixty or older had yet to be vaccinated. In
addit ion to the sickening possibi l i ty of a sharp
increase in covid related deaths, the potential
for a jump in covid cases could once again lead
to more supply chain pain.
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A quick spike in covid cases wil l  impact
workforce avai labi l i ty ,  possibly leading to
authorit ies once again t ightening their control
measures. Therefore, China's supply chain could
experience more distribution in early 2023.

In addit ion to China and its continuing covid
battles,  the technology sector wil l  be worthwhile
keeping a close eye on as we move into the new
year. There are a couple of chal lenges currently
facing the tech market,  arguably the biggest
being the continuing rise of interest rates. In the
past,  investors have been able to justify pricy
tech stocks because of the company's large
earnings forecasts.  However,  as interest rates
rise, these projections become far less valuable,
turning investors away. Furthermore, r ising rates
have pushed two-year treasury yields up from
0.7% to 4.3% enabling investors to basical ly
have a risk-free method to earn higher returns
than in the past.  To add to the obstacles the
tech sector is going up against in 2023, there
looks to be a col l is ion between wage inflation
and the need for companies to save money in
the IT and ski l led labour sectors. Even though
there have been more than 90,000 layoffs in the
industry in 2022, there appears to be more to
come and more for the rest of the sector to
absorb.

Lastly,  one industry that wil l  be sure to make
headlines for better or for worse in 2023 is
crypto. To put it  simply,  2022 has been an
atrocious and grueling year for the
cryptocurrency industry.  With Bitcoin and
Ethereum fal l ing over 60% year-to-date and
most other cryptocurrencies experiencing even
larger drops, 2022 has, without a doubt,  been a
challenging year for crypto investors. However,
the question remains; what does 2023 hold for
the crypto market? Well ,  the easy answer is I
don't know. There are so many factors that play
into this formula. One of which is,  of course,
interest rates. Similar to equit ies,  posit ions that
entai l  more risk wil l  be hit harder when rates
rise. As was the case in 2022, crypto l ikely wil l
not fare well  as the industry is volati le.  However,
another threat facing crypto is the potential  of
companies or f irms stepping back and
evaluating their involvement in the crypto
sector. 

There is no getting around the fact that the
digital  currency industry is largely unregulated,
very volati le,  and somewhat diff icult to
understand. I f  investors or institutions deduce
that the risks outweigh the reward, crypto could
experience more pullback from investors and
potential ly fal l  even further.

Why Being a Corporate
Clown Can Boost Your
Bottom Line
Tait Carlson, Senior Analyst, EIR
Tait.Carlson@dal.ca

I  have always been the class clown and
throughout my school years,  have struggled to
find the balance between being entertaining and
being respectful of my peers and instructors.
Making jokes has always been something I  enjoy,
and I  am steadfast in my belief that a l i fe ful l  of
laughter tends to be better.  However,  being a
jokester has sometimes landed me in trouble for
having made jokes at the wrong t ime, or out of
the wrong things. But just as age yields
cataracts and hemorrhoids, so does it  wisdom. I
am finding that as I  become a more experienced
communicator,  I  am starting to understand the
importance of using humour as an effective tool
--  indeed with signif icant impact.  Whereas I  used
to fol low a joke f irst ,  think after mental ity,  as an
aspiring professional I  have had to learn to pay
much closer attention to how my jokes are
received and l isten more thoughtful ly to those
who share the feel ings they el icit .  By f inding the
right balance between being entertaining and
respectful ,  jokes can i l luminate otherwise dull
situations. I  have found this to be particularly
useful in business wherein humour has helped
me engage more intimately with col leagues and
contribute more impactful ly to building posit ive
corporate culture. This short piece wil l  provide
examples of t imes I ’ve used humour to make
pitches more engaging, as well  as t ips for how
one might effectively incorporate humour in
their business repertoire. With that said, I  also
hope to make clear the various responsibi l i t ies
of choosing to bring humour into your
professional l i fe while avoiding the dunce cap,
facing the corner,  or a door to the… 
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This year in particular,  I  have noticed the benefit
of a well-placed joke in various presentations,
interviews, and casual coffee chats. In each of
the cases in mind, humour proved to be a
valuable tool for building rapport and creating a
more relaxed and fr iendly atmosphere. It  helped
to break the ice and establish a sense of trust
and mutual understanding. For me, this is why
incorporating humour into business
presentations serves as such an effective way to
capture attention, keep people engaged, and
perhaps most importantly,  make your
presentation memorable. When you make your
audience laugh, it  creates a sense of shared
experience and connection. This can be
especial ly useful i f  you are presenting to a
group of people who may be skeptical or
resistant to your message. Humour can help to
disarm any negativity or tension and create a
more receptive and open-minded audience.

It  is common knowledge that the raison d’être of
any pitch is to be memorable. When you present
information in a humourous way, it  is more l ikely
to stick in an audience’s mind. This is because
humour activates the brain's reward centers,
which can make the information more engaging
and enjoyable to remember. Addit ionally ,
humour can help to break up the monotony of a
long, dry presentation. Essential ly ,  keeping your
audience's attention and preventing them from
becoming bored or disengaged can be the
difference between a successful A round and
going bel ly-up.

Taking a psychological view, humour - especial ly
in the form of wit -  reinforces the Halo Effect.
Using humour can also help by making you seem
more approachable and l ikable as a presenter.
When you are able to make your audience laugh,
it  shows that you are comfortable and confident
in your del ivery,  and not afraid to take risks,  or
to be vulnerable. Right off the bat,  this can help
to build trust and credibi l i ty with your audience,
making them more l ikely to l isten to and retain
your message. In a business sett ing, bui lding
trust and credibi l i ty can be especial ly important
for persuading others to adopt your ideas, or
take action, or a chance.

I  f ind this to be especial ly true in interviews,
where humour can help turn a nervous situation
into a relaxed and comfortable one. Humour
also gives you the chance to showcase your
personality and make yourself  stand out as a
candidate. After al l ,  everyone else is wearing a
sub-$1000 navy suit .  I  am not suggesting that
you run into your capital  markets interview f ir ing
off jokes. Uti l iz ing humour, especial ly in
professional business sett ings, requires
comprehension of Oscar Wilde’s maxim:
“Everything in moderation including
moderation.”  In other words, it  is important to
use humour in a thoughtful and appropriate way
and to consider the tone and content of your
presentation before attempting to inject
humour.

So, what are some ways to effectively
incorporate humour into your business
presentations? One of the easiest ways is to
open with a joke or humorous anecdote to
simultaneously hook your audience and set the
tone for the rest of your presentation. I
employed this technique to open my team’s
pitch in the DALIS Stock Pitch Competit ion in
November. I  am in no way suggesting that we
won for my effort turning our pitch into a stand-
up bit .  However,  clearly the humour did not
hurt.  You can also use l ight self-deprecating
humour to show vulnerabil ity and build a
connection with your audience. Or even use
humour to drive home a key point.  Regardless of
your preferred method, I  suggest practicing your
delivery so that you come off as comfortable
and confident.

Both “commerce” and “communication” have
Latin roots that deal with concepts of trade and
togetherness. Communication is an inseparable
aspect of l i fe for those who choose to deal with
other people. At its root,  then, business
fundamental ly requires communication: between
firms, suppliers,  and buyers. This is not news.
For nearly 70 years Warren Buffett has said that
“If  you can't communicate and talk to other
people and get across your ideas, you're giving
up your potential . ”  
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Automotive Industry
Outlook
Brennan Leahey, General Member
brennan.leahey@dal.ca

Along with rising car prices, soaring gas prices
also discourage people from buying new
internal combustion engine ( ICE) vehicles. High
gas prices drove electric vehicle (EV) demand,
making EV market share more important to
manufacturers. One thing we have learned
through this high rate period is that EV demand
stayed unresponsive. The unique value of EVs
makes their demand relatively inelastic,  whereas
the ICE vehicle market tends to remain elastic
due to the number of substitute goods. At the
same time, however,  amid a potential  recession,
investors tend to lose confidence in newer,
growth-oriented, capital  intensive markets such
as the market for electric vehicles. This meant
that capital iz ing the production of EVs became
hard for manufacturers,  as seen across the
negative YoY performance of EV stocks. In this
way, the growth of the auto industry is largely
dependent on the waning of inf lation and
interest rates. And while the near-term forecast
for both of these factors is grim, the depressed
prices of auto stocks relative to earnings
provides valuable opportunity heading into
2023. 

2022 has been a diff icult year for the
automotive industry.  Beyond the normal
challenges of competit ion and cycl ical ity ,
automakers have faced rising interest rates, a
semiconductor shortage, and the inevitable
challenge of adapting output to meet the
industry-wide shift  towards producing electric
vehicles. I  wi l l  be providing a quick outlook at
the major price-moving factors currently
affecting the industry while attempting to weave
in my opinion on the most valuable investment
opportunit ies in the automotive space as we
enter 2023.

It  is no secret that the automotive industry is
cycl ical .  Over the past year,  the average
purchase price of new vehicles in the US has
increased by around 6.3% bringing the price of
a new car close to $50,000. It  is not news that
recession fears were invoked through the
constant cycle of high inf lation reports which
were preceded by Fed rate hikes. Demand
elasticity in the car industry meant automotive
stocks were negatively impacted by both sides
of this coin. In particular,  Powell ’s f ight against
record-high inflation birthed a consensus that
the Fed would remain hawkish unti l  inf lat ion
reverted towards its target,  irrespective of
causing a recession.

So, anyone keen on establishing a career in
business should therefore be aware that in
every role,  communicating effectively to solve
problems is a paramount ski l l  to master.
Adopting humour into your professional lexicon
provides a unique edge to one’s communication
ski l ls.  In recognit ion of the f ine l ine between
appropriate and inappropriate humour in
business sett ings, I  encourage you to use school
presentations and DALIS team meetings as a
chance to experiment with the relationship
between humour and business. What do you
have to lose but dignity and self  respect?

The last thing a prudent consumer is thinking
about while staring down the barrel of a
recession is spending $50,000 on a new car.  As
the dollar weakened and interest rates
increased, consumers were persuaded to buy an
inexpensive substitute: used cars.
Unsurprisingly,  demand for used cars spiked
with JPMorgan determining two-year price
increases by 42.5%. Regardless,  used market
interest signif icantly impacted new car sales,
with autosales down by 8% YoY. 

Referring back to the factors inf luencing price,
many are aware that the pandemic left a few
lasting imprints on the global supply chain. The
semiconductor shortage has held the spotl ight
of supply chain news since the beginning of
COVID-19 and is especial ly hard to avoid
mentioning when discussing electric vehicles.
Technological development has made the
semiconductor one of the most important
products in our modern economy. 
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EVs are also posit ioned to capture the industrial
demands of green economies. As the developed
world becomes more conscious of cl imate
change, car manufacturers have focused
investment towards capturing market share in
the EV space. In many cases, this shift  is crucial
to the survival of legacy car manufacturers,  as
many large developed markets -  including the
US - have established quotas to make al l  auto
sales ful ly electric in l ine with their net-zero
targets. Some of these policies have horizons as
short as 8-years. That is to say,  some countries
have committed to al l  cars sold within their
domestic market being ful ly electric by 2030.
There are also soft pol icies incentivizing EV
production and purchasing too. The US and
Canadian governments offer consumer tax
deductions of $7500 and point-of-sale rebates
of $5000, respectively,  for electric vehicle
purchasers. It  is fair to bel ieve that these
consumer subsidies wil l  continue as long as
carbon emission goals are not met. The demise
of the ICE vehicle is visible in the next few
decades, therefore, the examination of a
company’s EV strategy is becoming an
increasingly important management valuation
tool.

Ford Motors acts as a clear example of a
company that has effectively navigated the
rather poor macro environment, semiconductor
shortages, and the transit ional demands of
focusing purely on EV production. In fact,  I
would go so far to say that America’s oldest car
company has been in great hands since CEO, J im
Farley,  took over in late 2020. Farley boosted
production efforts in electric vehicles and
launched the reimagined Mustang Mach-E and
F-150 Lightning EVs. Due to the success of their
unique EVs, Ford recently took the number two
spot of EV market share in the USA; only second
to Tesla,  the EV behemoth which has had a
disastrous year. Ford’s share price is down 45%
this year,  mainly correlated to the previously
discussed f inancing and parts-sourcing
challenges. Ford’s milestone as the number two
American EV producer is a great indicator of
management's abi l i ty to successful ly innovate
and adjust to consumer preferences. At the
current price of $11.36, P/E of 5x, and dividend
yield of 5%, the stock appears to hold value at
its current price. When the semiconductor
industry regains stabil i ty and interest rates
come down, under J im Farley ’s guidance, I
bel ieve that Ford could see the highest growth
in the industry.

This is certainly true of the technological
developments in automobiles whose automated
features such as doors, windshield wipers,  and
windows has become the standard in al l  new
cars over the past 20 years. Now, EVs often
require 1300 chips per vehicle,  just over twice
as many chips in an ICE vehicle.  For this reason,
the auto industry is one of the largest
customers of semiconductors,  and the
specif icity of the chips required for autos is
even more strenuous on the semiconductor
supply chain. This is because the chips required
by the auto industry are unique, requiring
around 30 years of built- in use, after-sale
serviceabil ity from producers,  and a wide range
of operational temperatures. The semiconductor
shortage is l ikely going to last well  into 2023,
especial ly as the effects of Covid reemerge
across major manufacturing economies. At some
point,  however,  supply dynamics wil l  recover
and when this begins, lower production costs
and higher output volume wil l  ease some of the
topline costs for automakers. Now might be a
time to capture this future growth at a reduced
cost.  

For years Japan has held their dovish stance,
keeping interest rates locked around 0%. In the
past,  to revive a deflating economy Japan
implemented quantitative easing (QE) which
involves large-scale purchases of domestic
bonds to depress long-term rates.

Santa made his way to the Bank of Japan (BOJ)
early this year with the surprising
announcement of a 0.25 basis point increase of
the 10-year yield peg. The adjustment wil l  widen
the band on 10 Year bonds, al lowing yields to
rise to +/- 0.50% from a previous +/- 0.25%.
Markets were shocked by this announcement
decision, with the consensus view f inding the
BOJ forwarding as a strong hint that hawkish
monetary policy sits on the horizon for 2023.

The Comeback of the Yen
Thomas Fallows, Senior Analyst, Global Macro
thomasfallows@dal.ca
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As such, in 2016 the BOJ drew away from bond
purchases and instead began a policy of yield
curve control (YYC) as the preferred way of
keeping 10 Year yields down.

The adjustment worked and the 10Y JPGs spiked
up to 0.40% while interest rates stayed near 0%.
The move may appear to be very subtle,  but for
an economy as large as Japan’s,  i t  caused a wave
that affected markets worldwide. The reason for
this is that Japan is a very large exporter of
capital ,  meaning for years Japan looked overseas
to invest their excess savings for larger returns
from countries such as the US. Large foreign
interest meant Japanese investors accumulated
over $1 tri l l ion of US Treasury (UST),  label l ing
the country as the largest holder of US
treasuries in the world.

So, what's next for Japan?

In Apri l ,  BOJ governor Kuroda's term wil l  come
to an end and someone else wil l  take the
posit ion. For nearly two decades, Kuroda, along
with the late prime minister Shinzo Abe, worked
collectively to stabil ize inf lation and bring Japan
out of its 90s-era deflationary spiral .  However,
none of their efforts have proven to be overly
effective, as Japanese core inf lation has been
steadily r ising.

Japan’s core inf lation is driven by the weakness
of their currency ( JPY) and import cost pressures
which have pushed core inf lation to a 40-year
high. Analysts predict core inf lation could soon
cool off  to the 2% target set by the BOJ,  giving
Kuroda a chance to leave on a high note come
Apri l .  (This would serve as another example of
government bankers and economists benefit ing
from a streak of “ luck” over a long career of
theory-driven policy adjustments.)  That said,
before Kuroda rides off into the sunset,  the
question stands whether the BOJ should begin
the implementation of a hawkish monetary policy
for the next governor to inherit .

Over the years of continually buying Japanese
bonds ( JBG),  the BOJ ’s posit ion size eventually
came to exceed 50% of the entire Japanese
Bond Market.  I f  the BOJ continued its path of
acquiring bonds, it  would further deteriorate the
functioning of the i l l iquid Japanese bond market.

Projecting into 2023, with possible interest rate
increases and a global recession lurking, going-
long JPY is certainly a more appealing trade than
in recent years. As yield differentials compress,
this inf luences Japanese investors to hold on to
their cash instead of investing it  abroad. I f  i t  did
so happen that the BOJ increased interest rates,
it  would add to JPY’s strength. It  looks l ikely but
the Macro Trading group remains hedged. 

Rick's Rant: 
Year End Rant
Rick Nason, PHD, CFA
richard.nason@dal.ca

And so, we come to the end of another year and
thus another opportunity for a “year in review”
rant.  It  seems l ike I  should do something special ,
but what exactly?

The tradit ion is to do a year in review, but I  am
not al l  that big on looking at the past – or at
least not the recent past.  Too often, recency
bias wil l  start you down a path of stupidity.  I  am
a fan of reviewing the past,  but over say,  a
generation or more of t ime. However,  such a
scale is of l i tt le relevance for many of this
generation for whom if  i t  did not get
documented on social  media, i t  did not happen. 
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As an example, I  had an interesting discussion
last night over pints of Ireland’s f inest about
whether or not we are repeating the economic
malaise of Japan, but just a generation later (as
the respective lag in the demographic tornado
chart suggests we might) .  Such a historical
discussion is not only incomprehensible for
those who never experienced the signif icance of
Japan buying Thirty Rock (the building, not the
show),  but is also much less excit ing that
pontif icating over whether self-driving fusion
fueled cars wil l  become a real ity in the next f ive
years or tens years (add an order of magnitude
and you may be in the bal lpark is my
guesstimate).

I  suppose I  could write the column about those
we lost over the last year. However,  once you
get to a certain age, you try to avoid reading
obituaries as they bring real ity too close to
home. Once you are on the far side of 60, I
think the only t ime you look at the obits is when
you know that everyone who died that day was
signif icantly ( i .e.  30 years) older than you.
(Those of you of a certain age wil l  remember
that reading the job promotion announcements
in the Globe and Mail  was a thing. The purpose,
of course, was so you could make sure that
none of your B-school peers were being
promoted at a faster rate than you were.)
Ignoring the recency bias that I  warned about in
the previous paragraph, and also breaking my
rule of reading obits of people who have 6
handles on their age, the passing of Scott
Minerd, Chief Investment Off icer of hedge fund
Guggenheim Partners,  was notable. Mr. Minerd
had this as one of his operating philosophies;
“As an asset manager, I ’ve come to view
conventional wisdom as the surest path to
investment underperformance”.  That wil l  be
famil iar to DALIS members as quite close to my
constant rant of “ I f  you want to outperform, you
got to be right,  AND you got to be different”.
That wil l  be famil iar to DALIS members as quite
close to my constant rant of “ I f  you want to
outperform, you got to be right,  AND you got to
be different”.

I  could write about the big investment stories of
the year. I  guess that would include the
increase of Google searches for “meaning of
inverted yield curve”,  “Paul Volker” ,  “ J immy
Carter” ,  and “ integrity” .  Of course, SBF and rates
are the dominant stories,  but what I  am
flabbergasted about is Kim Kardashian being
charged by the SEC for not properly disclosing
that she was compensated for promoting
cryptocurrency. As I  understand it ,  the
Kardashian audience is mid-west,  middle class,
teenage gir ls who are dreaming of a more
excit ing west-coast l i festyle.  That does not
sound l ike the major demographic for
cryptocurrency investment. It  blows my mind
that more people did not f ind this as r idiculous
as I  did! What does it  say about the investment
industry as a whole, when the Kardashians are
seen as investment inf luencers?! (Don’t get me
started on Tom Brady …)

I  suppose I  could write about the top trends to
look forward to in 2023. I  am writ ing this at 7
am in the morning though, and such discussions
are always best debated over port and f ine
Dominican products – neither of which I
general ly start before 8 am in the morning. One
of my beefs about trends is al l  of these
committees I  am asked to be on for trend
development. They al l  start with an econometric
analysis of using 10 years of economic and
financial  data. With this being the case, I
forecast a trend of fai led and stupid economic
predictions. I  real ize that the textbooks say you
should use at least 10 years of data ( in order to
cover the length of the typical economic cycle) ,
but not too much data, as the distant past may
not be relevant ( I  have taught data analysis) .
The real ity is that the last 10 years (actual ly the
last 14 years) have been an incredibly unusual
period of f lat zero rates. I f  you want to do
economic forecasting, I  suggest you use data
from circa 1975 – 1985 as the period we are
now starting seems a lot l ike it  was back then.

I  guess I  could also write about … oh, gol ly … I
am at my word count l imit and the editors wil l
get mad if  I  ramble on. Happy New Year
everyone!
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